Because IJP L ^ W L and A*Ω x Q z/k \ L ^ (P P i(-S) 9 it is easy to show Ω\ ιq% \ L Θ L (ΐ) by Chern classes computation. DEFINIITON 
(Mumford-Takemoto).
A reflexive sheaf E of rank r on Q n is stable (respectively, semistable) if for every proper subsheaf F (1 < rank F < rank E -1), < rank F rank E (respectively, <). PROPOSITION 1.3 . Let E be a semistable reflexive sheaf of rank r on Q 3 . Suppose that E L , the restriction of E to a general line L, is isomorphic to 0$ = i Θpx(a 3 ) with a x < a 2 < < a r . Then a ί + 1 -a t < 1 (1 < i < r -1).
Proof. The proof is fairly standard ( [6] ) and we shall merely give a sketch. We shall use the notations in the diagram l.A. Suppose a i+1 -α* > 1. It is easy to construct a sheaf F c: p*E of rank / such that F\ L s Θ}=i Θ(a 3 ) and p*E/F\ L = G\ L s Θj= r+1 Θ{ aj ).
Let J7 ^ Q 3 be the open set where E is locally free. There is a set V ^ X such that F\ v and G| F are locally free. By the universal property of Gr(Eu), there is a morphism /: V-> Gr (E v (Lemma 1.1) is the zero map. So df = 0 therefore / factors through p and E will have a subsheaf F', with the property F'\ L ^ ΘJ-iύ^faΛ which contradicts the fact that E is semistable. PROPOSITION It is not hard to show the following Riemann Roch formula:
If rank (F) = 2, there are the following congruence relationships:
If E is a rank 2 reflexive sheaf on Q 3 , then as in [7] one can check that c 3 (E) = number of points where E fails to be locally free. 
P Qn
For n > 4, this will show that E H is stable. Let a be the integer such that h°(E H (a)) Φ 0 and h°(E H (a -1)) = 0. Suppose a < 0 and we shall derive a contradiction. Because q*p*E(a) Φ 0 and torsion free, there is the least integer t such that h%q*p*E{a) (x) Θ pn +i(t)) Φ 0. We can construct the following exact sequence:
{We are using the notation Θ z { -a, -t) for p*Θ Qn (-a) <g> q*Θ pn+ i*(-t).) By the universal property of P Qn {E), there is a map /: X -Z -> P Qn (E) such that f^pwίl) = ^x-z(α, ί) and f*Ω P(E)/Qn ^ (!? x _^(-2α, -2ί). According to Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 in [5] , these are the following diagrams:
where rankψ > 1 and 
There is an exact sequence H°(E(Ϊ)) 0 Θ Q% -> E(ϊ) -> F -> 0 with dimsuppF<0. Let C be the zero set of a general section of E(ϊ). Then C has at most finite number of singularities. The extension, 0 -
. Furthermore, C is not contained in any hyperplane, deg C = 3, and /i 1^) = 1. So C has two connected components and one of the components is a line L. But h°(ω L (ϊ)) = 0. This contradicts the fact E is reflexive, hence it can only fail to be locally free at finite number of points. So far we have shown h\E H ) = 0. It remains to show that E H is stable when n = 3. By Proposition 1.3, we may assume the restriction of E to a general line in either rulings is isomorphic to Θ P1 0 Θ pi .
If there is an injective map g: Θ H (a, b) -> E H with a + b > 0 and h°(Θ H (a, b))
= 0, then we may assume a > 0 and b < 0. Then the restricting g to a general line in the second ruling, we get a nonzero map Θ px {a) -* 2(9 pi which is a contradiction. So E H is stable. §2.
Let E be a rank 2 stable reflexive sheaf on Q 3 with c^ί?) = 0, c 2 (E) = c 2 . We shall show that there is a vector bundle Jf 7 of rank c 2 on P 1 , which we shall call the spectrum of E, such that h\E{m)) = h°(je(m + 1)) for m < -1. This is analogous to the results of Barth, Elencwajg, and Hartshorne ([3] and [7] ) about the spectrums of stable reflexive sheaves of rank 2 on P 3 . The methods to prove this result are similar to those given by Hartshorne in [7] . We shall need the following technical lemma.
Let (9Q£1 9 0) and Θ Q £0 9 1) be the line bundles associated with the rulings. In general, we write Θ Q2 {a, b) for (P Q2 (a, 0) (g) (9 Q £0, b). (1) (a) // E is semistable and Λ 2 E ^ Θ Q2 (respectively, Θ Q3 ( -1 9 -1)) then n t < n t + ί for t < -2 (respectively, -1).
(b) // n t Φ 0, then 1 + n t < n t + 1 for t < -3 (respectively, t < -2).
(2) If E is semίstable and Λ 2 E ^ 0 q% (respectively, (9 Q £-1, -1)), and ft-i Φ 0 (respectively, 0 < n_ x < h\E(-l))), then 1 + n^2 < n_ x (respectively, 1 + n_! < n 0 ).
(3) Suppose E is semίstable and Λ 2 E = Θ Qtι (respectively, Θ Q2 (-1, -1) ). // n to Φ 0 and 1 + n t0 = τz ίo+1 /or some ί 0 < -3 (respectively, t 0 < -2), ί/iβn there is a nonzero element s e H° (Θ Q2 (1, 0) We notice that F is also a submodule of JV. Furthermore, U t = δδ-\N t ) for ί < 0. Case 1. Assume C is nonsingular. Then E c = Θ pί (ά) 0 Θ pi (-a) with 2ί + 2 + a > 0. Also it is easy to check that dim U 3 + 2 < dim U j+ί if Uj Φ 0 and j < 1. Now dim U t + dim V t + ί = dimiVj and dim 
(-1) = E(-1)
Since E is stable, then E' is semistable and h\E) = 0. Furthermore
Λ 2 E' s ΦQX-Ϊ). There is the following exact sequence φ H\Θ pi (a + 2t)) -^-> 0 H\E(-l + fy-^>® H\E'(t)) . ί ί ί

Set A = (N) Π Im 3 and JB = Im (α| iV ). Then B is a submodule of H\E'(t)).
There are the following exact sequences:
= dim A t + dimJ5 ί + 1 (for i = -1 and -2). Also dim A_j > 2 + dim A_ 2 and dim£ 0 > dimB^ (Lemma 2.1 (1) (a) ). Thus dimiV.! > 2 + dimiV_ 2 . 
There is the exact sequence Also dim V t0+2 = 0 (Lemma 2.1 (1) (b) and (2)). So Nj ^ U j for j < t 0 + 1. Then the section s e H°(Θ Q2 (l, 0)) which define L, will have the desired property. Then k < 0 is in the spectrum, then -1, -2, , k are also in the spectrum. Proof.
(1) Let Q 2 be a general hyperplane section of Q 3 defined by x e H°(Θ Q £Ϊ)), such that JB Q2 is a stable vector bundle (Theorem 1.6). Let
and N <^ M be the image of ΦJH^EU)) under the restriction map. For ^ < 0, there is the following exact sequence, 
3
For t > -2, there is the following exact sequence (2)). Similarly by the dual formulation, if diml^+ 1 Φ 0, then dimi^ -dimi^+ 1 > 0 for £ > -1.
(3) Finally the proof for (3) and (4) are similar to the proof given in Propositions 7.2 and 7.3 in [7] . We shall omit it here. THEOREM On the other hand, h\E(-l)) = (2k + 2) + (k + I) 2 from the spectrum. By considering the exact sequence H\E) -> H°(E Q2 ) -> H\E(-1)), we see Λ°CE) Φ 0 which is a contradiction.
Remark.
The following example will show the bound given in Corollary 2.4 is the best possible. Let Z be two disjoint conic in Q 3 . Using Z we can construct the following extension, 
